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AbsTrACT
Objective in patients with myocardial infarction (Mi), 
risk factors for bleeding and ischaemic events tend 
to overlap, but the combined effects of these factors 
have scarcely been studied in contemporary real-world 
settings. We aimed to assess the combined associations 
of established risk factors using nationwide registries.
Methods Using the swedish Web-system for 
enhancement and Development of evidence-based care 
in heart disease evaluated according to recommended 
therapies registry, patients with invasively managed Mi 
in 2006–2014 were included. six factors were assessed 
in relation to cardiovascular death (cVD)/Mi/stroke, 
and major bleeding: age ≥65, chronic kidney disease, 
diabetes, multivessel disease, prior bleeding and prior Mi.
results We studied 100 879 patients, of whom 20 831 
(20.6%) experienced cVD/Mi/stroke and 5939 (5.9%) 
major bleeding, during 3.6 years median follow-up. in 
adjusted cox models, all factors were associated with 
cVD/Mi/stroke, and all but prior Mi were associated 
with major bleeding. the majority (53.5%) had ≥2 risk 
factors. With each added risk factor, there was a marked 
but gradual increase in incidence of the cVD/Mi/stroke. 
this was seen also for major bleeding, but to a lesser 
extent, largely driven by prior bleeding as the strongest 
risk factor.
Conclusions the majority of patients with Mi had 
two or more established risk factors. increasing number 
of risk factors was associated with higher rate of 
ischaemic events. When excluding patients with prior 
major bleeding, bleeding incidence rate increased only 
minimally with increasing number of risk factors. the 
high ischaemic risk in those with multiple risk factors 
highlights an unmet need for additional preventive 
measures.

InTrOduCTIOn
Despite recent advances in treatment, patients with 
myocardial infarction (MI) are still at increased 
risk for subsequent ischaemic events and mortality. 
To reduce ischaemic risk, potent dual antiplatelet 
therapy (DAPT) is employed,1 2 where recent 
evidence also supports long-term DAPT with tica-
grelor3 and long-term low-dose anticoagulation 
with rivaroxaban in addition to aspirin.4 While 
reducing ischaemic events, dual inhibition with 
antiplatelet or anticoagulation is also associated 
with increased bleeding risk.1–4 

In previous studies, risk factors for ischaemic 
and major bleeding events tend to overlap and 
major bleeding risk has been difficult to isolate. For 
instance, in the DAPT score, which attempted to 
find a balance between ischaemic and major bleeding 
risk, the only bleeding-specific marker was age (in a 
population who had already endured 1 year DAPT).5 
Key risk factors frequently used as risk enrich-
ment criteria in clinical trials3 4 include multivessel 
disease (MVD),6 diabetes mellitus,7 chronic kidney 
disease (CKD),8 prior MI9 and higher age.10

We assessed the combined association of these 
risk factors in a large contemporary real-world 
population using nationwide registries, to see how 
different combinations of these factors influence 
the incidence of recurrent ischaemic events and 
bleeding.

MeThOds
This study was based on data from the Swedish 
Web-system for Enhancement and Development 
of Evidence-based care in Heart disease Evaluated 
According to Recommended Therapies (SWEDE-
HEART) registry. All cardiac care units in Sweden 
are connected to the registry, and all coronary 
angiograms and percutaneous coronary interven-
tion procedures performed in the country are regis-
tered. Data entry is achieved through a web-based 
interface, and data are monitored by random 
checks of source data, with a high reported agree-
ment (96%).11

We combined data from SWEDEHEART with 
the Swedish National Patient Register that includes 
all hospitalisations in Sweden, and the Cause of 
Death Register. 

study population
During the study period, 2006–2014, there were 
103 934 individuals admitted for MI and managed 
invasively with coronary angiography (figure 1). 
Of these, a total of 3055 (2.9%) individuals had 
missing information in one or more of the risk 
factors studied and were excluded, yielding a study 
population of 100 879 individuals. Given the small 
proportion with missing values, we conducted 
complete case analyses without any attempts of 
imputation.

risk factors
The following risk factors were selected a priori 
based on their previously strong associations with 
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outcomes in patients with MI and because of their use as enrich-
ment criteria in clinical trials3: age ≥65, MVD (defined as two 
or more vessels or left main with a stenosis ≥50% at coronary 
angiography), CKD (defined as an estimated glomerular filtra-
tion rate below 60 mL/min/1.73 m2 calculated by the CKD-Ep-
idemiology Collaboration formula), diabetes mellitus, prior MI 
(previous International Classification of Diseases 10th Revision 
[ICD-10] diagnosis I21–I23) and prior major bleeding (using the 
same ICD-10 codes as below).

Outcomes
The primary outcome was the composite of MI, stroke and 
cardiovascular death (CVD). As secondary analyses, we assessed 
each component individually. MI was defined as a rehospi-
talisation with an ICD-10 diagnosis of I21–I23, stroke as an 
ICD-10 diagnosis of I60–I64 (ie, including both ischaemic and 
bleeding strokes, to use a definition that as closely as possible 
resembles that of most randomised controlled trials in ischaemic 
heart disease1–3) and CVD as death with a primary cause in the 
I chapter of ICD-10. Major bleeding was defined as previously 
described by Friberg and Skeppholm12; including hospitalisation 
for intracranial (ICD-10 I60–I62, S064–S066), gastrointestinal 
(K25–K28, K22.6, K29.0, K62.5, K66.1, K92.0–K92.2, I85.0, 
I93.8), urogenital (N02, R31.9, N93.9, N95.0, N501A) or other 
bleeding (H11.3, H13.3, H35.6, H43.1, H45.0, H92.2, I31.2, 
J94.2, M25.0, T81.0, D50.0, D62.9, R04, R58).

statistical analysis
Patient characteristics are reported as frequencies and percent-
ages for categorical variables, and as median (IQR) for contin-
uous variables.

Unadjusted Kaplan-Meier risks (%) for the primary and 
secondary outcomes are plotted for each risk factor. Differences 
in unadjusted risk in relation to each risk factor were assessed 
with the log-rank test. As sensitivity analyses, we also assessed 
outcomes from a landmark at 1 year, and performed analyses 
where ischaemic events also were censored by bleeding events 
(in addition to death and end of follow-up) and bleeding events 
similarly censored also by ischaemic events.

Cox proportional hazards models were fitted for the primary 
composite outcome and major bleeding, respectively; both unad-
justed models and models adjusting for the other risk factors 
(age ≥65, CKD, diabetes mellitus, MVD, prior MI, prior major 
bleeding) as well as sex. Results are presented as HRs with 95% 
CIs. The proportional hazards assumption was assessed by visual 
inspection of the Schoenfeld residuals without any indication of 
violation of this assumption. Competing risk models (Fine-Gray) 
were fitted as sensitivity analyses.

Frequencies of patients having combinations of risk factors 
are presented as an UpSet plot (limited to risk factor combi-
nations with at least 30 patients), and the incidence rates per 
100 person-years of the ischaemic composite endpoint and 
major bleeding across these combinations of risk factors are 
shown in scatter plots. In addition, the incidence rates for these 
outcomes are reported in tabular form in the online supplemen-
tary material.

All analyses were conducted using R V.3.3.1 and V.3.5.1; with 
the ggplot2, UpSetR and survsup packages used for visualisation.

Figure 1 Selection of study population. CCU, cardiac care unit; 
CKD, chronic kidney disease; MI, myocardial infarction; MVD, 
multivessel disease; SWEDEHEART, Swedish Web-system for 
Enhancement and Development of Evidence-based care in Heart disease 
Evaluated According to Recommended Therapies; RIKS-HIA, Swedish 
Register of Information and Knowledge about Swedusg Heart Intensive 
Care Admissions. Table 1 Baseline characteristics and discharge medications

Characteristic n
study population
n=100 879

Sex: Male 100 879 69 634 (69.0%)

   Female 31 245 (31.0%)

Follow-up (years) 100 879 3.6 (1.6–5.8) 

Age 100 879 68.0 (60.0–76.0)

Admission year: 2006 100 879 5576 (5.5%)

  2007 11 972 (11.9%)

  2008 11 942 (11.8%)

  2009 11 756 (11.7%)

  2010 12 037 (11.9%)

  2011 12 180 (12.1%)

  2012 12 612 (12.5%)

  2013 12 056 (12.0%)

  2014 10 748 (10.7%)

Smoking 99 283 24 684 (24.9%)

Age ≥65 100 879 62 469 (61.9%)

Multivessel disease 100 879 52 046 (51.6%)

Chronic kidney disease 100 879 21 532 (21.3%)

Diabetes mellitus 100 879 18 906 (18.7%)

Prior myocardial infarction 100 879 18 426 (18.3%)

Prior major bleeding 100 879 7369 (7.3%)

Previous stroke 100 879 5439 (5.4%)

Previous atrial fibrillation 100 879 6655 (6.6%)

Previous heart failure 100 879 5153 (5.1%)

Previous angina pectoris 100 879 15 376 (15.2%)

Previous peripheral arterial disease 100 879 2448 (2.4%)

Hypertension 100 879 51 379 (50.9%)

Hyperlipidaemia 100 862 94 863 (94.1%)

Aspirin at discharge 100 403 95 093 (94.7%)

P2Y12 inhibitor at discharge 100 658 86 990 (86.4%)

Oral anticoagulation at discharge 100 262 6404 (6.4%)

Statin at discharge 100 655 93 570 (93%)

Beta blocker at discharge 100 660 90 233 (89.6%)

Calcium blocker at discharge 100 656 15 042 (14.9%)

ACE inhibitor at discharge 100 607 63 858 (63.5%)

Angiotensin II receptor blocker at 
discharge

99 083 15 208 (15.3%)
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resulTs
Baseline characteristics are shown in table 1. In the 100 879 
patients who had invasively managed MI, 20 831 (20.6%) 

experienced CVD/MI/stroke and 5939 (5.9%) major bleeding 
during a median follow-up of 3.6 years. Overall, 31% of patients 
were women, but with increasing number of risk factors, an 

Figure 2 CVD/MI/stroke: Kaplan-Meier estimates of CVD/MI/stroke in relation to risk factors. CKD, chronic kidney disease; CVD, cardiovascular 
death; MI, myocardial infarction; MVD, multivessel disease.

Figure 3 Major bleeding: Kaplan-Meier estimates of major bleeding in relation to risk factors. CKD, chronic kidney disease; MI, myocardial infarction; 
MVD, multivessel disease.
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increasing proportion of patients were women, with 39.6% 
women in the subset of patients with all six risk factors (online 
supplementary table S1).

event rates in relation to single risk factors
In figures 2 and 3, the cumulative incidences of CVD/MI/
stroke and bleeding are shown (for CVD alone see online 
supplementary figure S1). While the risk of major bleeding 
events was substantially lower than for ischaemic events, all 

of the assessed risk factors were associated with an increased 
risk of both ischaemic events and bleeding events (p<0.001 
for all). This was consistently seen in a landmark anal-
ysis (assessing events from 1 year onwards in patients who 
were event free up until that time; online supplementary 
figure S2), and in additional sensitivity analyses where isch-
aemic events were censored by major bleeding (in addition 
to death and end of follow-up), and bleeding events were 
censored by ischaemic events (in addition to death and end 
of follow-up; online supplementary figures S3 and S4). In a 
sensitivity analysis of patients with atrial fibrillation (repre-
senting 6.6% of the population), patterns of event rates in 
relation to risk factors for both CVD/MI/stroke and major 
bleeding were similar as in the full population (data not 
shown).

Cox models
In the adjusted Cox models, all six risk factors were associ-
ated with CVD/MI/stroke and all risk factors but prior MI 
were associated with bleeding (table 2). However, the HRs 
were closer to 1 for bleeding events than for ischaemic events 
for all factors but age and prior bleeding, showing higher HR 
for bleeding than for ischaemic events. In sensitivity analyses 

Table 2 Cox proportional hazards models

Adjusted* hr (95% CI)

CVd/MI/stroke Major bleeding

Age ≥65 years 1.74 (1.68 to 1.79) 2.07 (1.94 to 2.20)

MVD 1.52 (1.48 to 1.56) 1.09 (1.03 to 1.15)

CKD 1.81 (1.76 to 1.87) 1.43 (1.35 to 1.52)

Diabetes 1.44 (1.40 to 1.49) 1.21 (1.14 to 1.29)

Prior MI 1.71 (1.66 to 1.76) 1.06 (0.99 to 1.12)

Prior bleeding 1.35 (1.29 to 1.41) 2.24 (2.08 to 2.40)

*Adjusted for sex and the other risk factors in the table.
CKD, chronic kidney disease; CVD, cardiovascular death; MI, myocardial infarction; 
MVD, multivessel disease.

Figure 4 Combinations of risk factors and incidence of ischaemic and bleeding events. Panel (A) shows combinations of risk factors (in patients 
with at least one risk factor). Each black bar represents a combination of risk factors and indicates how many patients have that specific combination. 
The dots below the black bars indicate which risk factors are present in that group. The blue bars represent the total number of patients having 
each risk factor. The coloured inset (top right) shows the distribution of risk factor counts in the population. In panel (B) the incidence rates for 
major bleeding (X axis) and CVD/MI/stroke (Y axis) in relation to combinations of risk factors are shown (lines indicate 95% confidence intervals). In 
panel (C) the risk factor combinations that do not include prior bleeding are highlighted. (Panels A–C [except inset] include risk factor combinations 
with at least 30 patients.) CKD, chronic kidney disease; CVD, cardiovascular death; GE, greater than or equal to; MI, myocardial infarction; MVD, 
multivessel disease. 
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by competing risk models, these estimates remained similar 
(online supplementary table S2).

event rates in relation to combinations of risk factors
Combinations of risk factors are shown in figure 4A (includes 
combinations with at least 30 patients; for all possible 
combinations, see supplementary figure S5). The majority of 
patients (53.5%) had two or more risk factors, while 17 969 
patients (18%) did not have any risk factor. Incidence rates 
per 100 person-years for CVD/MI/stroke and bleeding for 
these combinations are shown in figure 4B,C, tables 2 and 3 
and in the online supplementary table S3. With each added 
risk factor, there was a marked but gradual increase in inci-
dence rate of the composite endpoint (figure 4B). This was 
also seen for bleeding, but to a lesser extent and largely driven 
by prior bleeding as the strongest risk factor. When assessing 
patients who had no prior bleeding, increasing number of risk 
factors remained associated with a substantial increase in inci-
dence rate for ischaemic outcomes, while bleeding incidence 
rate increased only minimally with increasing number of risk 
factors (figure 4C).

In patients who did not have prior bleeding, the incidence 
rates for CVD/MI/stroke were generally severalfold higher 
than for major bleeding (table 3), with CKD, with the highest 
rates of CVD/MI/stroke in those with a large number of risk 

factors. In patients with prior bleeding the incidence rates for 
ischaemic events were similarly high in those with multiple 
risk factors, but the incidence rates for major bleeding were 
generally substantially higher than in those without prior 
bleeding (table 4).

dIsCussIOn
In this study, we assessed the combined association of key 
risk factors on ischaemic and bleeding events. We show that a 
majority of patients in a real-world setting have two or more 
risk factors. In addition, increasing number of risk factors is 
associated with increasing rates of ischaemic events, and to 
a lesser degree also with bleeding events. When excluding 
patients with prior bleeding, bleeding incidence rate was low 
and increasing number of risk factors was associated only 
with minimal increase in bleeding incidence rate, whereas 
an increasing number of risk factors were associated with a 
marked increase in ischaemic events.

All risk factors assessed represent chronic conditions that 
influence long-term risk. The substantially higher incidence 
rate of ischaemic events in those with multiple risk factors 

Table 3 Incidence rates of CVD/MI/stroke and major bleeding across 
different combinations of risk factors excluding prior bleeding

risk factors

risk 
factor 
count n

events/100 person-years
(95% CI)

CVd/MI/stroke Major bleeding

None 0 16 863 1.9 (1.8 to 2) 0.7 (0.6 to 0.7)

Age ≥65 1 14 111 3.8 (3.6 to 4) 1.5 (1.4 to 1.6)

MVD+age ≥65 2 13 674 5.9 (5.6 to 6.1) 1.9 (1.7 to 2)

MVD 1 10 161 3 (2.8 to 3.1) 0.7 (0.7 to 0.8)

MVD+CKD+age ≥65 3 5310 12.4 (11.8 to 12.9) 2.7 (2.5 to 3)

CKD+age ≥65 2 4167 7.8 (7.4 to 8.3) 2.4 (2.1 to 2.7)

MVD+prior MI+age ≥65 3 3483 10.9 (10.3 to 11.5) 2.1 (1.9 to 2.4)

MVD+diabetes+age ≥65 3 2989 9.9 (9.2 to 10.6) 2.1 (1.8 to 2.4)

MVD+CKD+prior MI+age ≥65 4 2141 18.3 (17.2 to 19.5) 2.6 (2.3 to 3)

Diabetes+age ≥65 2 1893 5.9 (5.3 to 6.5) 2.1 (1.7 to 2.5)

MVD+diabetes 2 1891 5.5 (4.9 to 6) 1.1 (0.9 to 1.4)

MVD+CKD+diabetes+age ≥65 4 1882 17.9 (16.7 to 19.2) 3.1 (2.6 to 3.6)

Diabetes 1 1811 3 (2.6 to 3.5) 0.9 (0.7 to 1.1)

Prior MI+age ≥65 2 1771 7.4 (6.8 to 8.1) 1.8 (1.5 to 2.1)

MVD+prior MI 2 1522 6.2 (5.6 to 6.8) 0.8 (0.6 to 1)

MVD+CKD+diabetes+prior
MI+age ≥65

5 1283 25.9 (24 to 27.9) 3.1 (2.6 to 3.8)

Prior MI 1 1206 5.2 (4.6 to 5.8) 1 (0.7 to 1.3)

CKD+diabetes+age ≥65 3 926 11.8 (10.5 to 13.2) 2.5 (2 to 3.2)

CKD+prior MI+age ≥65 3 775 13 (11.6 to 14.5) 2.3 (1.8 to 3)

CKD 1 726 4.3 (3.5 to 5.1) 1.1 (0.8 to 1.6)

MVD+diabetes+prior MI 3 683 10.2 (8.9 to 11.5) 1.3 (1 to 1.8)

MVD+CKD 2 537 6.5 (5.4 to 7.8) 1.2 (0.8 to 1.8)

Diabetes+prior MI+age ≥65 3 534 10.5 (9 to 12.2) 2.5 (1.8 to 3.3)

Diabetes+prior MI 2 359 8.2 (6.7 to 9.9) 2.2 (1.5 to 3)

MVD+CKD+diabetes 3 332 8.7 (7.1 to 10.7) 1.9 (1.3 to 2.9)

CKD+diabetes+prior MI+age ≥65 4 316 19.2 (16.3 to 22.6) 2.2 (1.4 to 3.3)

MVD+diabetes+prior MI+age ≥65 4 271 21.4 (17.9 to 25.5) 3.2 (2.1 to 4.8)

CKD+diabetes 2 174 6.9 (5 to 9.3) 2.6 (1.6 to 4.2)

MVD+CKD+diabetes+prior MI 4 161 22.7 (18.4 to 27.8) 2.6 (1.5 to 4.2)

MVD+CKD+prior MI 3 124 12.8 (9.6 to 16.7) 2 (1 to 3.6)

CKD+prior MI 2 87 6.2 (3.9 to 9.3) 1.7 (0.7 to 3.5)

CKD+diabetes+prior MI 3 50 8.6 (5 to 13.8) 3.9 (1.7 to 7.6)

CKD, chronic kidney disease; CVD, cardiovascular death; MI, myocardial infarction; MVD, multivessel disease. 

Table 4 Incidence rates of CVD/MI/stroke and major bleeding across 
different combinations including prior bleeding

risk factors

risk
factor
count n

events/100 person-years
(95% CI)

CVd/MI/stroke Major bleeding

Age ≥65+prior bleeding 2 947 6.5 (5.6 to 7.5) 3.9 (3.2 to 4.6)

MVD+age ≥65+prior bleeding 3 941 9.3 (8.2 to 10.5) 4.1 (3.4 to 4.9)

MVD+CKD+age ≥65+prior bleeding 4 574 17.1 (15 to 19.4) 4.9 (3.9 to 6.2)

Prior bleeding 1 523 3.8 (3 to 4.8) 2.4 (1.7 to 3.2)

MVD+prior MI+age ≥65+prior bleeding 4 472 15.1 (13 to 17.4) 4.7 (3.7 to 6)

MVD+CKD+prior MI+age ≥65+prior 
bleeding

5 403 24.7 (21.5 to 28.2) 3.7 (2.6 to 5)

CKD+age ≥65+prior bleeding 3 396 13.9 (11.7 to 16.4) 5.4 (4 to 7)

MVD+prior bleeding 2 329 4.8 (3.7 to 6.2) 3.5 (2.6 to 4.7)

MVD+diabetes+prior MI+age ≥65+prior 
bleeding

5 271 21.4 (17.9 to 25.5) 3.2 (2.1 to 4.8)

MVD+CKD+diabetes+prior MI+age 
≥65+prior bleeding

6 270 28.4 (23.9 to 33.4) 5.2 (3.6 to 7.3)

MVD+CKD+diabetes+age ≥65+prior 
bleeding

5 264 22.6 (18.7 to 27.1) 7.9 (5.7 to 10.6)

Diabetes+age ≥65+prior bleeding 3 215 6.4 (4.6 to 8.7) 5.8 (4.1 to 8.1)

Prior MI+age ≥65+prior bleeding 3 215 11.3 (8.9 to 14.2) 4.9 (3.4 to 6.7)

CKD+prior MI+age ≥65+prior bleeding 4 155 15.6 (12.1 to 19.8) 5.9 (3.9 to 8.6)

MVD+diabetes+prior bleeding 3 136 8.1 (5.7 to 11.2) 2.6 (1.4 to 4.5)

Diabetes+prior bleeding 2 122 5.6 (3.7 to 8.2) 3.1 (1.8 to 5.1)

MVD+prior MI+prior bleeding 3 121 7.1 (4.9 to 10.1) 2.6 (1.4 to 4.5)

CKD+diabetes+age ≥65+prior bleeding 4 117 15.4 (11.1 to 20.7) 5.2 (3 to 8.5)

Prior MI+prior bleeding 2 89 7.4 (4.9 to 10.8) 3.3 (1.8 to 5.6)

MVD+diabetes+prior MI+prior bleeding 4 86 14.1 (10.1 to 19.2) 4 (2.2 to 6.8)

MVD+diabetes+age ≥65+prior bleeding 4 86 14.1 (10.1 to 19.2) 4 (2.2 to 6.8)

CKD+diabetes+prior MI+age ≥65+prior 
bleeding

5 76 20.5 (13.9 to 29.1) 5.1 (2.4 to 9.6)

Diabetes+prior MI+age ≥65+prior 
bleeding

4 70 13.4 (8.7 to 19.8) 4.2 (2 to 7.9)

MVD+CKD+diabetes+prior bleeding 4 54 23.4 (15.4 to 34.3) 8.7 (4.6 to 15.1)

CKD+prior bleeding 2 52 5.6 (2.8 to 10.3) 3.6 (1.5 to 7.4)

MVD+CKD+prior bleeding 3 49 11.1 (6.7 to 17.3) 4.3 (1.9 to 8.4)

MVD+CKD+diabetes+prior MI+prior 
bleeding

5 43 22.1 (14.4 to 32.6) 5.2 (2.3 to 10.2)

MVD+CKD+prior MI+prior bleeding 4 32 10.8 (5.1 to 20.3) 0 (0 to 2.9)

Diabetes+prior MI+prior bleeding 3 31 11.3 (6 to 19.6) 2.6 (0.7 to 6.9)

CKD+diabetes+prior bleeding 3 27 10.7 (5 to 20.2) 7 (2.7 to 15.3)

CDK+prior MI+prior bleeding 3 17 9.5 (3.6 to 20.8) 3.8 (0.8 to 12.1)

CKD+diabetes+prior MI+prior bleeding 4 12 52 (26.7 to 92.2) 3.7 (0.3 to 17.4)

CKD, chronic kidney disease; CVD, cardiovascular death; MI, myocardial infarction; MVD, multivessel disease. 
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compared with only a single risk factor suggests an unmet need 
for additional preventive measures, possibly with prolonged 
DAPT3 or anticoagulation with rivaroxaban.4 In patients with 
established coronary heart disease revascularised with drug-
eluting stents, prolonged DAPT (30 months vs 12 months) 
reduced the risk of ischaemic events, but increased the risk of 
major bleeding.13 Similarly, the Prevention of Cardiovascular 
Events in Patients with Prior Heart Attack Using Ticagrelor 
Compared with Placebo on a Background of Aspirin–Throm-
bolysis in Myocardial Infarction 54 (PEGASUS-TIMI 54) 
trial demonstrated that long-term ticagrelor treatment, as 
compared with placebo, reduced the risk of CVD, MI or 
stroke, but increased the risk of major bleeding.3 Although 
a similar relative benefit was observed with ticagrelor over 
placebo in a substudy of patients included in PEGASUS-TIMI 
54 with and without MVD, those with MVD had a greater 
absolute risk reduction and the number needed to treat tended 
to be lower.14

Recent evidence suggests that our current classification of 
type 2 diabetes is quite coarse. In a data-driven cluster analysis 
of patients with type 2 diabetes, five distinct replicable clusters 
of patients could be identified, with differing risk of diabetic 
complications and course of the disease.15 Increasing knowl-
edge about such subgroups, and specific studies of improved 
phenotyping of diabetes in the setting of manifest coronary 
heart disease are warranted.

CKD is also a well-established risk factor for cardiovascular 
disease, however often overlooked, where there is a progres-
sive increase in risk for cardiovascular mortality by decreasing 
renal function.8

About 7% of patients in our study had a history of major 
bleeding as an inpatient diagnosis, which was the strongest 
predictor of new major bleeding. This is in line with the 
Predicting Bleeding Complication in Patients Undergoing 
Stent Implantation and Subsequent Dual Antiplatelet Therapy 
(PRECISE-DAPT) score, recommended by current guidelines 
for assessing bleeding risk,16 in which prior bleeding also was 
the strongest bleeding predictor.17 While improved outcomes 
by using bleeding risk scores in this setting have not been 
demonstrated in prospective randomised trials, guidelines 
reflect that it may be reasonable with a shorter DAPT duration 
in those with high bleeding risk, and consequently, a prolonged 
DAPT duration in most patients in whom the bleeding risk is 
estimated to be low.16 When we in this study excluded patients 
with prior bleeding, the incidence rate of major bleeding 
remained low, with only minimal absolute increases with 
increasing number of other risk factors. Thus, by excluding 
patients with prior bleeding events from prolonged potent 
antithrombotic strategies a greater tolerability for these ther-
apies can be expected. Our findings suggest that although 
risk scores and even biomarkers (eg, Growth Differentiation 
Factor-1518) could provide more precise estimates of bleeding 
risk, absence of prior bleeding in patients with multiple risk 
factors could be considered reassuring in terms of risk/benefit 
balance of more intense treatment.

Taken together, the findings from our study highlight that a 
majority of patients with acute coronary syndrome in a real-
life setting have multiple risk factors, which increase the risk 
of subsequent events. Although overlap between ischaemia 
and bleeding is evident, increasing number of risk factors 
is associated with higher incidence rate of ischaemia than 
bleeding, and when excluding patients with prior bleeding, 
increasing number of risk factors is associated with a marked 
increase in ischaemic incidence rate, while bleeding incidence 

rate remains quite similar. As such, the risk-benefit balance 
will be different in patients with different risk factor profiles, 
and given recent and coming treatment options for these 
risk factors, there is potential to address this unmet need to 
further improve long-term outcomes in patients with MI by 
personalised treatment.

limitations
There are limitations with this study. Events were captured 
based on ICD codes from national registries. While this allows 
for virtually no loss of follow-up, events were not adjudicated 
(however, the validity of diagnoses in the Swedish National 
Patient Register is high19), and only includes diagnoses made 
during hospitalisations. Therefore, less severe bleeding events 
not requiring hospitalisation were not captured. We studied a 
limited number of key risk factors based on their previously 
reported strong association with outcomes and their use as 
risk enrichment in randomised controlled trials. This is by 
no means exhaustive, and it is acknowledged that other risk 
markers could be of value, including history of peripheral 
arterial disease and circulating biomarkers.

COnClusIOns
The majority of patients with MI had two or more estab-
lished risk factors. An increasing number of risk factors 
were associated with higher incidence of ischaemic events. 
When excluding patients with prior major bleeding, bleeding 
incidence rate was low and increased only minimally with 
increasing number of risk factors. The higher incidence rate of 
ischaemic events in those with multiple risk factors highlights 
an unmet need for additional preventive measures.

Key messages

What is already known on this subject?
 ► Risk factors for bleeding and ischaemic events tend to 
overlap, but the combined associations have scarcely been 
studied in a real-world nationwide contemporary cohort.

What might this study add?
 ► This study explores the combination of these risk factors and 
how these associate with ischaemic and bleeding outcomes. 
A majority (53.5%) had two or more risk factors. Increasing 
number of risk factors is associated with increasing rates of 
both ischaemic events and bleeding. When assessing only 
patients without prior bleeding, increasing number of risk 
factors was still associated with increasing rates of ischaemic 
events (with an incidence of 25.9 [95% CI 24 to 27.9] per 
100 person-years in the group with the highest incidence of 
ischaemic events), whereas bleeding event rate remained low 
(incidence of 3.9 [95% CI 1.7 to 7.6] per 100 person-years in 
the group with the highest bleeding incidence).

how might this impact on clinical practice?
 ► These findings highlight the importance of assessing patient 
bleeding history, which could have implications in decisions 
regarding intensity and duration of secondary preventive 
treatment.
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